
 

Regional School District 12 

Board of Education, Education Meeting 

Shepaug Valley School 

May 21, 2018 

 

The Education Meeting of the Board of Education was called to order at 6:34 p.m., on Monday, May 21, 2018, by 

Chairman Anthony Amato. Present were Board members John Buonaiuto, Alan Brown, Gregory Cava, Michelle 

Gorra, James Hirschfield, Stephanie Kolnick (6:58), Jennifer Pote, Lisa Roush, Michael Sinatra, Julie Stuart, and 

Peter Tagley.   Patricia Cosentino, Ed.D., Superintendent, and Robert Giesen, Director of Finance were also 

present. 

 

Also present were: Cathy Colella, Principal at BFS / BS; Teresa DeBrito, Director of Curriculum, Instruction and 

Assessment; Karen Fildes, Director of Technology & Communications;  Kim Gallo, Principal at SVS; Emily 

Judd, Principal at WPS; Allyson O’Hara, Director of Pupil Services; and Donald O’Leary, Director of Facilities. 

 

 

SPECIAL RECOGNITION – VOLUNTEERS 

 

The evening began with Dr. Cosentino recognizing members of the community for their volunteerism to Region 

12 students, staff and schools. 

 

Recognized as District Volunteers were: Rev. David Peters and Paula Conway.  Booth Free School Volunteer, 

Yvonne Gamelin, Washington Primary School Volunteer, Kristen Nettleton and Shepaug Valley School 

Volunteer, Tricia Stinson, were also recognized and thanked for their contributions to Region 12. After saying a 

few words regarding each volunteer, Dr. Cosentino presented the volunteers with a gift. Chairman Amato invited 

everyone to a light reception with an opportunity for pictures to be taken. 

 

At 7:03pm, the Board returned to regular session. 

                

 

BUDGET CONTINUATION FROM MAY 17, 2018 SPECIAL MEETING 

 

Chairman Amato spoke regarding the previous Special Meeting instructing that discussion this evening would 

pick up where they left off last Thursday. Chairman Amato reminded everyone that they had been asked to review 

the video of the May 17 meeting so that time would not be taken to revisit every item. Chairman Amato recapped 

the meeting and stated that items 1 and 6 had been reduced. (Superintendent’s salary, art position) An updated 

Possible Reduction List to the budget was distributed. 

 

The floor was opened for discussion. Michelle Gorra noted that the previous meeting ended with discussion of the 

administrator reduction. Before discussion of the administrator, Gregory Cava questioned the dollar amount 

relating to the position. It had been clarified, that reducing the position to a 1.0 position would be a reduction of 

$149,750. Alan Brown asked the logistics of this reduction, which Chairman Amato addressed. 

 

MOTION: made by Gregory Cava, seconded by Alan Brown, to adopt reduction number 9 and amend it to 

say reduction of 1.0 FTE administrator. 

 

Discussion followed on concerns over the effect on the system if an administrative position was cut. 

 

VOTE: In favor:  Anthony Amato, John Buonaiuto, Alan Brown, Gregory Cava, Michelle Gorra, James 

Hirschfield, Stephanie Kolnick, Lisa Roush, Michael Sinatra, Julie Stuart, and Peter Tagley. 
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 Opposed: Jennifer Pote. 

 

Motion passed (11 – 1 – 0) 

 

Bob Giesen reported that at this point the budget stands at a 1.8% increase, $21,772,852. 

 

MOTION: made by Gregory Cava, seconded by Alan Brown, to adopt recommendation number 7 (2 

Educational Assistant positions) which is a reduction of $45,097. 

 

Discussion followed on item 7, Educational Assistants.  Principals Cathy Colella and Emily Judd addressed 

questions by the Board.  During the discussion of the educational assistants, reinstating the art teacher had been 

mentioned.  Michelle Gorra reminded the Board that in the first round of budget review, 2.5 para positions had 

already been cut. 

 

VOTE: In favor:  John Buonaiuto and Gregory Cava. 

                                          

Opposed: Anthony Amato, Alan Brown, Michelle Gorra, James Hirschfield, Stephanie Kolnick,  

   Jennifer Pote, Lisa Roush, Michael Sinatra, Julie Stuart, and Peter Tagley. 

 

Motion failed (2 – 10 – 0) 

 

MOTION: made by James Hirschfield, seconded by Peter Tagley, that the Board approve a budget with the 

administrative cut made tonight, with the 1.8% that Bob Giesen eluded to, at $21,772,852. 

 

Discussion followed and included restoring the art teacher reduction that was voted on at the Special meeting on 

May 17th.  Clarification regarding bringing back a motion would require anyone who was in the majority of the 

original decision can put the motion back on the table.  Lisa Roush stated that she would like to put the motion to 

restore the art teacher back on the table.  Statement that there is already a motion on the table. 

 

MOTION  by James Hirschfield, seconded by Peter Tagley, that the Board approve a budget, with the     

WITHDRAWN:   administrative cut made tonight, with the 1.8% that Bob Giesen eluded to, at $21,772,852. 

 

MOTION:  made by Lisa Roush, seconded by Stephanie Kolnick, to restore the art teacher position. 

 

Discussion. Shepaug Valley School Principal, Kim Gallo, shared her thoughts on the matter and how students, 

subject matter and scheduling would be affected.  

 

VOTE:  In favor:  Anthony Amato, John Buonaiuto Alan Brown, Greg Cava, Stephanie Kolnick, Jennifer  

   Pote, Lisa Roush, Michael Sinatra, and Peter Tagley  

 

  Opposed: Michelle Gorra, James Hirschfield, and Julie Stuart. 

 

Motion passed (9 – 3 – 0)  

 

Mr. Giesen reported that at this point the budget stands at a 1.98% increase, $21,811,407. 

 

Remarks on the challenges of bringing a budget to the voters, including reaching out to the public prior to the 

vote. 
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MOTION: made by Anthony Amato, seconded by Michelle Gorra, that the Board approve a budget of 

$21,811,407. 

 

Gregory Cava commented that there are still items on the reduction list he would like to discuss. In particular, it 

was asked if items in number 5 (Program Changes: Reading Power Speaker, Soccer Goals, Weight Room 

Improvements, Baseball Training aid) could be postponed a year or paid for another way.  Discussion followed. 

 

Alan Brown called the question. 

 

Chairman Amato allowed Gregory Cava to finish speaking. 

 

Comments as to the items that had been put on the list were made with Dr. Cosentino adding how these items 

ended up there, how they were prioritized and stating that impacts on students had been considered. Dr. Cosentino 

added that possibly at the end of the school year, if funding was available, these items could be purchased. 

 

MOTION: made by Gregory Cava, seconded by John Buonaiuto, to accept the proposed reduction of item 

number 5 (Program Changes). 

 

Alan Brown called the question a second time. 

 

Remarks had been made as to whether or not the question could be called when a member who had been 

recognized by the Chairman as having the floor is still speaking. Chairman Amato recognized Gregory Cava as 

having the floor. Gregory Cava stated that since he still has the floor he would change his motion to the following: 

 

MOTION:  by Gregory Cava, seconded by John Buonaiuto, to replace the motion currently on the floor, 

which was made by Chairman Amato to approve the budget of $21,811,407, with, to accept 

proposed cut number 5 (Program Changes). 

  

Comments by Alan Brown and Gregory Cava regarding procedure to call the question. Chairman Amato agreed 

Alan Brown to a vote on calling the question. 

 

CALL THE QUESTION VOTE 

 

Chairman Amato reminded the Board that a two thirds vote is needed to call the question and then move to the 

motion to accept the budget at $21,811,407.  

 

VOTE:  In favor: Anthony Amato, Alan Brown, James Hirschfield, Stephanie Kolnick, Jennifer Pote, Lisa  

  Roush, Michael Sinatra, Julie Stuart and Peter Tagley.  

 

Opposed: John Buonaiuto, Gregory Cava, and Michelle Gorra. 

 

Motion to Call the Question passed (9 – 3 – 0) 

 

Chairman Amato restated the motion to approve the budget at $21,811,407. 

 

VOTE:  In favor:  Anthony Amato, Alan Brown, Michelle Gorra, James Hirschfield, Stephanie Kolnick,  

   Jennifer Pote, Lisa Roush, Michael Sinatra, Julie Stuart and Peter Tagley. 
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  Opposed: John Buonaiuto and Gregory Cava. 

 

Motion to approve the budget passed (10 – 2 – 0) 

 

Chairman Amato stated that the motion passed to adopt the annual budget at $21,811,407. 

 

 

DISTRICT PUBLIC MEETING 

 

MOTION:  made by Peter Tagley, seconded by Michelle Gorra, to call the District Meeting with a date of 

June 4, 2018 with a possible Referendum date of June 5, 2018. 

 

Discussion. Gregory Cava spoke on the process to “Call the Question,” stating that since he still had the floor, 

referring  to Alan Brown’s previous motion to Call the Question, Gregory Cava is asking a move by the Chair that 

the Call the Question was not proper parliamentary procedure and was improperly voted on. Gregory Cava stated 

he was quoting from Robert’s Rules of Order. Gregory Cava added that he had made a motion and would like the 

opportunity to vote on said motion. 

 

MOTION  made by Anthony Amato, seconded by Michelle Gorra, that the Board approve a budget of  

WITHDRAWN: $21,811,407. 

 

Chairman Amato acknowledged the fact that Gregory Cava did have the floor during the time Alan Brown 

called the question and brought the motion back on the floor - to approve the budget of $21,811,407, with, 

to accept proposed cut number 5 (Program Changes).   
 

VOTE: In favor:  John Buonaiuto and Gregory Cava. 

 

Opposed:  Anthony Amato, Alan Brown, Michelle Gorra, James Hirschfield, Stephanie Kolnick, 

    Jennifer Pote, Lisa Roush, Michael Sinatra, Julie Stuart and Peter Tagley. 

 

Motion to approve the budget of $21,811,407, with to accept proposed cut number 5 (Program Changes) failed   

(2 – 10 – 0). 

 

Chairman Amato offered further discussion on removal of items on the Reduction List. 

 

MOTION: made by Anthony Amato, seconded by Julie Stuart that the Board approve a budget of 

$21,811,407. 

 

VOTE:  In favor:  Anthony Amato, Alan Brown, Michelle Gorra, James Hirschfield, Stephanie   

     Kolnick, Jennifer Pote, Lisa Roush, Michael Sinatra, Julie Stuart and Peter Tagley 

 

  Opposed:  John Buonaiuto and Gregory Cava. 

 

Motion passed (10 – 2 – 0) 
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MOTION:  made by Gregory Cava, seconded by Stephanie Kolnick to call the District Meeting with a date of 

June 4, 2018 with a possible Referendum date of June 5, 2018. 

 

VOTE: unanimous. 

 

Motion passed (12 – 0 – 0) 

 

Chairman Amato asked for a motion to open the polls from 6am to 8pm. 

  

MOTION: made by Gregory Cava, seconded by Lisa Roush, to open the polls from 6am to 8pm. 

 

Discussion. James Hirschfield asked how the First Selectman of each town felt regarding the change in hours. Dr. 

Cosentino reported that a Board member came to her regarding the voting hours. Dr. Cosentino stated that State 

Statutes had been checked and that the Board of Education sets the times. The Selectperson in each town had been 

contacted. Barbara Henry was in favor of the change commenting that a lot of people in her town would like to 

vote before going to work.  Mark Lyon did not want to inhibit Roxbury residents so he would support the 

decision. Curtis Read did not support changes to the hours and would like to keep the hours as is. Discussion on 

concerns such as cost factor to the towns, personnel to work at the polls, and opinions about possible voter 

confusion that polls would be open in the morning. 

 

VOTE:  In favor:  Anthony Amato, Alan Brown, Greg Cava, Michelle Gorra, James Hirschfield,  

   Stephanie Kolnick, Jennifer Pote, Lisa Roush, and Peter Tagley 

 

 Opposed: John Buonaiuto, Michael Sinatra, and Julie Stuart.  

 

Motion passed (9 – 3 – 0) 

 

 

PUBLIC COMMENT 

 

No public comment. 

 

 

CONSENT AGENDA 

 

Approval of minutes:  Annual District Meeting, May 7, 2018 

                                    Business Meeting, May 7, 2018 

                                    Retreat, May 14, 2018 

 

 

REPORT OF THE CHAIR 

 

Chairman Amato thanked the Board for the debate, deliberation and thoughtfulness that went into the two nights 

of discussing the budget. Chairman Amato also thanked the administration and acknowledged how much he 

appreciated all their work and the responses to the many questions. 
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SUPERINTENDENT’S   REPORT 

 

Dr. Cosentino reported on today’s announcement of Lisa Holmes as Teacher of the Year.  Lisa Holmes is a 

Special Education teacher at Shepaug Valley School.  Also being congratulated, the Boy’s Baseball team that won 

the Berkshire League last week and will be going on to States. 

 

Dr. Cosentino updated the Board regarding lost school days, saying that the Region is still okay and will have met 

the 180 day student requirement. The last day of school is June 22 with graduations on schedule.  Certified staff 

owe the Region three days.  

 

Dr. Cosentino reported on two reductions in force.  Sara Feola, Elementary Teacher at WPS, (depending on the 

budget), and of Samantha Dobrowolski, Math Teacher at SVS. She reported on the resignation of Ingrid Erickson, 

School Psychologist (effective June 22, 2018.  Dr. Cosentino also reported on was the hiring of Friso Hermans 

who will teach Physics at SVS. 

 

At 8:38pm to 8:43pm, there was a recess to change the recording disc. 

 

At 8:38pm Julie Stuart left the meeting. 

 

 

UPDATE ON GOALS 

 

Teresa DeBrito began her report stating that she was going to focus on instructional updates. In a handout which 

had been distributed, Mrs. DeBrito referenced the bottom of the cover sheet, The Rocket Book Wave. Mrs. 

DeBrito explained that this is a pilot math workbook for taking notes and that an 8th grade math class is working 

with it. Mrs. DeBrito, introduced Harlequin Sullivan who spoke regarding the Rocket Notebook. Harlequin 

presented the Board with information on her experience using the notebook and showed how the notes that are 

written, can be uploaded to Google Drive. Harlequin gave examples on what she liked about the notebook. At the 

end of her presentation, Harlequin demonstrated hands-on how The Wave worked.  Mrs. DeBrito stated that this 

relates to item 10 of the goals. 

 

Referring back to the handout, Mrs. DeBrito reported on Project Lift and Gifted Education as well as information 

on High School Transcripts beginning with the Class of 2019, the Seal of Biliteracy and the Global Engagement 

Certificate. Pertaining to high school transcripts, Mrs. DeBrito explained how credits for classes taken in 8th grade 

that are equivalent to high school courses will automatically show on a student’s transcript and will qualify as 

high school credits towards graduation. This includes Math and World Languages. Regarding the Biliteracy Seal, 

Mrs. DeBrito stated that there had been nine students who qualified and the Seal will be placed on their diploma. 

Reporting on Global Engagement Certificate, Mrs. DeBrito stated that students participated in a trial and there are 

two students, Bridgette Snyder and Wilson King, will be receiving the certificate at the State Capitol. Mrs. 

DeBrito will also be attending the awards along with the students’ families.  Discussion. 

 

 

ACTION ITEMS 

 

AgSTEM Update: 
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Financial Status:  Building Committee Chairman, Gregory Cava reported in the absence of Bob Giesen that since 

the last report, nothing has changed. There have been no additional payments. 

 

Project Plan Status:  Gregory Cava reported that the Design Development estimate had been received by O&G. 

Gregory Cava stated that the estimate is in excess but not significantly, mainly due to unexpected charges of 

having to replace the electric lines at $284,000.00 and the Town of Washington charging $245,000.00 for the 

building permit fee. Gregory Cava added information on value engineering changes to the project stating that this 

will not affect programs but will save money as to how things are done. Gregory Cava stated that the Building 

Committee is in agreement with the changes and continued by stating examples. Gregory Cava stated that there 

will be a deficit to carry but noted it is part of the 80% reimbursement and this is mainly due to the changes in the 

electric lines, which are required. Gregory Cava added that current dates are on schedule, and should hold, and the 

program is on budget. Also reported is that the demolition work is currently out for bid and this work will begin 

over the summer. Gregory Cava briefly addressed the Add Alt. items. Discussion.  

 

Gregory Cava continued by reporting on the equine building. Anthony Amato asked questions pertaining to DAS, 

approval of documents and Construction Documents. Gregory Cava clarified that the Construction Documents 

must be completed and submitted to DAS, and DAS will review the documents. Gregoryt Cava added permitting 

by the Health Department is still needed regarding the pool. Once the Construction Documents have all the 

necessary requirements and approvals, the project can go out to bid. Demolition is scheduled to begin over the 

summer.  

 

Discussion. Michelle Gorra commented on the Greenhouse/Head house combination. Anthony Amato added 

information pertaining to the tuition grant stating that the State had increased the Grant by $1000 bringing it up to 

$3800 per student. Bill Davenport from Nonnewaug was acknowledged for his lobbying on this issue. John  

Buonaiuto asked that the Board remember this increase was only for the 2018/2019 school year. 

 

For the Good of the Order, Michael Sinatra shared information on an article that had been published in Edible 

Nutmeg Magazine. The article was regarding Nonnewaug and the AgSTEM programs. 

 

 

ADJOURNMENT 

 

MOTION: made by Alan Brown, seconded by Michelle Gorra, to adjourn. 

 

VOTE:  unanimous. 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 9:20pm. 

 

 

 

 

SH/May 2018 

 


